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TRAINING KIT

TRAININGWEAR
PRO PERFORMANCE VEST
Made with 100% polyester, the vest is hugely
durable and can withstand huge amounts
of stress - perfect for training. The vest has
moisture wicking properties, which ensures that
when the heat is on in the height of summer,
you can perform at your maximum.
We’ve also added a stretch fit to the vest,
which gives you amazing flexibility and ability
to strain every sinew requited to shine.

Available in adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE POLO
The Pro Performance Polo shirt is smart,
classy and comfortable. Made from 90%
polyester and 10% spandex, the polo
is lightweight and flexible, sculpting to
the body. It’s the perfect summer shirt,
with wicking and moisture management
properties that keep the wearer warm
even in the hottest temperatures.

Available in youth + adult sizing

MATRIX POLO SHIRT
The Matrix Polo shirt is
affordable, high-quality polo
shirt perfect to kit your team
out this season. Available in
five colourways, including
vibrant navy and gold, we
have catered for the masses
with incredible range.

Available in youth + adult
sizing
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TRAINING KIT

TRAININGWEAR

MATRIX SS T-SHIRT
Our Matrix Short Sleeve T-Shirt is
designed for high-level performance,
whether being used for matches or
training. Made from 100% mini birdseye polyester, the T-Shirt is brilliantly
soft and comfortable, with a high-end
feel that belies the incredible price.

Available in youth + adult sizing

MATRIX LS T-SHIRT
Made with 100% mini birdseye polyester, the Matrix Long
Sleeve T-Shirt is comfortable
and lightweight. It’s designed to
withstand the rigours of training
or a match, making it the perfect
all-round shirt your cricket club
can benefit from.

Available in youth + adult
sizing

BAMBOO SS T-SHIRT
Made with 50% Bamboo Fibre and
50% polyester, we are proud of the
Bamboo T-Shirt’s environmentally
friendly fabric. As Gray-Nicolls
continues its pledge to protect our
environment, products like the
Bamboo T-Shirt will dominate our
future ranges.

Available in youth + adult sizing
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TRAINING KIT

TRAININGWEAR
PRO PERFORMANCE TRAINING
TROUSERS
The Pro Performance Training Trousers
are designed with a modern, tapered leg,
so beloved of modern athletes to whom
a more fitted aesthetic is hugely popular.
While we know this isn’t for everyone,
we are confident that once you try these
trousers, you’ll be converted.

Available in youth + adult sizing

STORM TRACK TROUSER
The trousers, ideal for training
and post-game but also great to
wear in T20 matches, have been
ergonomically designed to work with
the wearer to improve performance.
They move in harmony with the
player, ensuring no energy is wasted
in movement.

Available in youth + adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE HOODED TOP
A hoodie is an essential item in almost
everyone’s wardrobe. But we doubt that
“everyone” will have a hoodie as brilliant
as this. Made with 100% polyester, the
Pro Performance offers durable, longlasting performance that make it as
perfect for nets as it is for watching from
the sidelines.

Available in adult sizing
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TRAINING KIT

TRAININGWEAR

STORM HOODY
Made from 60% cotton and 40%
polyester, we present you this
incredible soft touch hoodie that has
to be felt to be believed. Whether
you are a professional player or
the parent of a club colt, the Storm
Hooded Top should be an essential
item in your wardrobe.

Available in youth + adult sizing

STORM THERMO FLEECE
Made with 92% polyester
and 8% elastane, the Storm
Thermo Fleece is a highperformance training product
that is both durable and
lightweight. We guarantee it
will be your go-to choice for
training when you need a top
layer.

Available in adult sizing

STORM BODYWARMER
The Storm Thermo Bodywarmer
is made with a versatile stretch
micro-fleece fabric designed to
keep you warm and comfortable
at all times. It’s a perfect layer to
put on after you’ve batted, when
starting your fielding practice or
even on a chilly morning before
work.

Available in adult sizing
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TRAINING KIT

TRAININGWEAR

PRO PERFORMANCE TRAINING JACKET
Made from 100% polyester, the jacket is
hugely durable, ensuring it will last as long
as you want it, whether you wear it during
training or in the bar after a game. We’ve
used recycled polyester on the jacket, as we
continue to move towards a greener future.

Available in adult sizing

STORM TRAINING JACKET
Made from 100% polyester, we
have covered the jacket with an
all-weather coating, which lends
the Strom Training Jacket a waterresistant layer that makes it perfect
for wet weather training.

Available in youth + adult sizing

STORM TRAINING SHORTS
The shorts are made to move with
the body, an ergonomic design that
ensures high quality, unbeatable
performance. There are ventilation
zones on the shorts that will keep
you fresh when training intensifies
– an example of the shorts working
hard to ensure your performance
never suffers.k

Available in youth + adult sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET SHIRTS

PRO PERFORMANCE SHORT SLEEVE
The Pro Performance cricket shirt oozes
class from top to bottom. The shirt is made
from 90% polyester, and 10% spandex
offers a fantastic combination of comfort
and flexibility that is so crucial in the modern
game, where athleticism is at a higher level
than ever before. When the heat is on, our
punch hole technology will work hard to
keep you fresh.

Available in adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE LONG SLEEVE
The Pro Performance Long Sleeve Shirt
is one of the classiest cricket shirts in the
game today. A beautiful design, modern fit
and those beautiful long sleeves, it’s hard
not to look smart, cool and professional
wearing this cricket shirt.

Available in adult sizing

VELOCITY SHORT SLEEVE
The Velocity Cricket Shirt by Gray-Nicolls
is a fantastic playing shirt option perfect
for good level cricket clubs around the
world. It is our most popular teamwear
shirt of choice.

Available in adult sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET SHIRTS
STORM SHORT SLEEVE
The Storm cricket shirt is made of
100% polyester. This ensures the shirt
will be robust, resilient and quickdrying – perfect when you have a quick
turnaround between matches. Mesh side
panels have been added to the shirt for
increased ventilation. Even when the
temperature is high, and the pressure is
on, you’ll be able to stay amazingly cool
in the Storm cricket shirt.

Available in youth + adult sizing

MATRIX SHORT SLEEVE
The cricket shirt is made of 100% polyester
– that means a fantastically strong shirt that
will stand up to the rigours of the cricket
season. We’ve made the Matrix shirt as
breathable as possible, ensuring cricketers
young and old will keep cool even in the
hottest conditions.

Available in youth + adult sizing

MATRIX LONG SLEEVE
As with the short sleeve option, the
Matrix Long Sleeve cricket shirt is
brilliantly durable, standing up to the test
of the modern game diving and leaping
is commonplace. The shirt is made of
100% polyester, which is quick drying,
hard wearing, and resistant to stretching
or shrinking..

Available in youth + adult sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET SHIRTS
LADIES MATRIX II SHIRT
Our Ladies Matrix short sleeve cricket shirt is made of
100% polyester, ensuring it is brilliantly durable and
resilient but still lightweight.
The ergonomic design and ladies specific cut allows
the shirt to move with the player’s body, maximising its
performance even with the strain the modern cricket
goes through. We have designed this cricket shirt to
optimise breathability, allowing cricketers to stay cool
under pressure, even in the hottest conditions..

Available in youth + adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE SS T20 SHIRT
The Pro Performance Short Sleeve T20
Shirt is a fantastic item to make your club
stand out in their T20 matches. Made
from 90% polyester and 10% spandex,
the cricket shirt promises lightweight
comfort with fantastic performance and
mobility. The modern fit sculpts to the
body, achieving the look so desired by the
modern player.

Available in youth + adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE LS T20 SHIRT
TMade with 90% polyester and 10%
spandex, the shirt promises incredible
lightweight performance with the
flexibility required for T20. The modern
fit sculpts to the body, forming a second
skin like fit, perfect for the dynamic
game with mobility at the fore.

Available in youth + adult sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET TROUSERS
PRO PERFORMANCE MATCH
TROUSERS
The Pro Performance cricket trouser is
designed for the modern game, with an
athletic, tapered fit so craved by today’s
player. The trouser is made from 100%
polyester, ensuring it is durable under
stress, quick drying and hard wearing.
Finished at the hem, these cricket
trousers allow you to play immediately
after purchase.

Available in adult sizing

VELOCITY MATCH TROUSERS
Made from 100% polyester, the Velocity match
trousers are brilliantly durable, ensuring long-lasting
durability whether you are playing Test cricket or T20
at your local club. We’ve added hard wearing fabric
on the sides of each leg, combatting any issues that
can occur when sliding and diving – so prevalent in
the modern game.

Available in adult sizing

MATRIX MATCH TROUSERS
Made from 100% polyester, the
cricket trousers promise to be
hard wearing, perfect for junior
players that will likely wear them
multiple times per week, testing
the trousers to their maximum.

Available in youth + adult
sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET TROUSERS

LADIES MATRIX MATCH TROUSERS
The Ladies Matrix Match Trouser has all the
same fantastic features of the Matrix, but
with a ladies specific cut to fit the specific
needs of women’s cricketers.
Made with 100% polyester, the Ladies
Matrix cricket trouser is brilliantly durable
and promises to last season after season.
They are quick drying, allowing for a fast
turnaround time between matches..

Available in youth + adult sizing

MATRIX T20 TROUSERS
To accompany your new T20 cricket shirt,
you’ll need a top class T20 trouser. Step
forward the Matrix T20 Trouser. With the
same fantastic features of the white Matrix
cricket trouser, the Matrix T20 Trouser
comes in two colour (black and navy) to
match with any of our shirt designs.
The 100% polyester trouser is a fantastic
lightweight and durable trouser, perfect for
the fast-paced, intense world of T20 cricket.
The Matrix cricket trousers are ergonomically
designed to work with the body to maximise
your performance as you strive to elicit
every ounce of performance as possible.

Available in youth + adult sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET SWEATERS

PRO PERFORMANE MATCH SLIPOVER
The Match Slip Over is made from 100%
polyester, ensuring it will stand up to the
rigours of the modern game. The Slipover is
also made from soft feel fabrics, maximising
comfort during in the heat of battle.

Available in youth + adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE MATCH SWEATER
The lightweight performance sweater is made
from 100% polyester, making it last season
after season of hard graft. The sweater has
wicking properties ensuring cricketers will
stay dry even when you push yourself to the
limit.

Available in youth + adult sizing

VELOCITY MATCH SLIPOVER
Made from 100% polyester, the Velocity
Cricket Slipover is brilliantly durable, surviving
the rigours of the modern game season after
season. It is quick drying and won’t stretch out
of shape even under duress. It is lightweight
and comes with a fleece inner that ensures
lasting warmth.

Available in youth + adult sizing
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PLAYING KIT

CRICKET SWEATERS

VELOCITY MATCH SWEATER
Made from 100% polyester, the Velocity
Cricket sweater is brilliantly durable,
surviving the rigours of the modern game
season after season. It is quick drying and
won’t stretch out of shape even under
duress. It is lightweight and comes with a
fleece inner that ensures lasting warmth.

Available in youth + adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE T20 SLIPOVER
The Match Slip Over is made from 100%
polyester, ensuring it will stand up to the
rigours of the modern game. The Slipover is
also made from soft feel fabrics, maximising
comfort during in the heat of battle.

Available in youth + adult sizing

PRO PERFORMANCE T20 SWEATER
The lightweight performance sweater is
made from 100% polyester, making it last
season after season of hard graft. The
sweater has wicking properties ensuring
cricketers will stay dry even when you
push yourself to the limit.

Available in youth + adult sizing
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ACCESSORIES

CRICKET HEADWEAR

PRO FIT CAP
Perfect for your club,
the Pro Fit Cap comes in
five colourways, and is
lightweight and durable
enough to stand up to the
test of a tough season.

Available in adult sizing

SUN HAT
Made from 100% cotton, the Sun
Hat promises to be soft on the head,
particularly important when fielding
sessions stretch into their third and
fourth hour. The hat will fit snuggly on
your hat – we’ve made it in four sizes
to cater for everyone.

Available in adult sizing

BEANIE
The hat promises to keep you warm
even in the coldest conditions. Made
with 100% acrylic, the beanie uses a
stretch fabric construction to mould to
the head to keep you comfortable.

Available in one size fits all
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HOW TO ORDER
All Cricket Club or Business teamwear will be available to
purchase on the below link.
http://www.cricport.co.uk/yourcluborbusiness
This will be a one-stop shop for your members to buy all of the teamwear required
all year round.
Orders placed on the online shop will be despatched within 5-7 working days; they
can be delivered directly to the cricket club or your home address.
There is also an option to customise each item with initials. This, however, extends
the lead time to 7 - 10 working days. Please note that once the item is customised,
we would be unable to accept a return unless the item is faulty.
Once your order has been placed, you will receive an email confirmation with the
order reference. If you do have any queries on your order, please contact us quoting
your order reference.

T: 07717 772232

|

E: info@cricport.co.uk

RETURNS POLICY
Our returns policy varies depending on the type of products you have ordered. See below for
more information on each type of order and their return eligibility. Your statutory rights are not
affected. Please read this information carefully to avoid disappointment.
PERSONALISED/CUSTOMISED ORDER – Plain stock items which have been personalised with a
logo, name and/or number.
Stock item(s) that you have customised, whose kit include logo(s), name(s) and/or number(s).
These garments are non-returnable and cannot be refunded or exchanged.
Exception: We will only accept returns for Bespoke and Personalised/Customised orders in the
event of a manufacturing fault. Where the fault is evident on delivery, for example, a name
has been spelt incorrectly, this must be reported to cricPORT immediately and the faulty item
returned within 28 days of delivery, in their original condition, with all tags, bags and labels
attached. cricPORT reserve the right to reject your claim if you report or return your goods more
than 28 days after delivery. For all other faults, please call our Customer Services Team.
PLAIN STOCK – Plain stock items which are free from any additional customisation
You can return plain stock items to us within 14 days of delivery for a refund or exchange. The
garments must be in their original condition, with all labels, bag and tags intact. Any garments
returned outside of this time will not be accepted. We will process accepted returns for a refund
or exchange within 14 days of receiving your return.
Please take reasonable care of the goods while in your possession. We ask that all labels and
tags are not removed until you are sure that you are keeping your goods, along with any original
packaging, to avoid rejection of your return. This is applicable for both faulty and non-faulty
items. Goods should not be soiled or damaged in any way.
Returned orders should be sent via courier or registered post to ensure it can be tracked in the
event the courier fails to deliver your parcel to cricPORT. cricPORT are not responsible for returns
that do not arrive. All return costs are payable by the customer. Proof of postage will be required
before any credit or refund is processed.
Please allow 10 working days for your return or exchange to be processed from the date we
receive your return, and a further 5-10 working days for any funds owed to clear into your
account. This is dependent on your bank or credit card company.
If you would like to discuss your order, you can email our Customer Services team at info@
cricport.co.uk or you can telephone us on 07717 772232 where one of the team members will
be happy to help.

